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MARS Gallery presents Boxed Light, an exhibition of artists for whom the Light serves as not 
just a tool, but a medium in their artistic practice. Featuring the works of Diego Ramirez, Lisa 
Roet, Moonis Ahmad, Steven Rhall and Roh Singh, this exhibition explores the role of the 
Lightbox in contemporary art making. 

Artists:

MOONIS AHMAD

SHOWKAT KATHJOO

DIEGO RAMIREZ

STEVEN RHALL

LISA ROET

ROH SINGH



Moonis Ahmad

Using archival materials as references ranging from text, mass media, and cinema to historical 
documents I aim to establish an interdisciplinary art practice, which on one side uses archival 
material from the past and on the other side, newer technologies and programming languages 
to question the archive’s constitution, boundaries and materiality. It attempts to create a 
discursive mode of enquiry which not only challenges and examines the logics, tools and 
practices of representation which are used to establish the authority of the archive but creates 
reverse knowledge to access the archive as a tool of resistance against such authority. Such 
an approach establishes a subterranean and a nomadic approach towards organizations of 
histories and truths so that the archive can be an anarchic arena where futures are imagined and 
imminences are re-configured. My focus on the question of territorial claims on the landscape 
that have transformed contemporary identity is braided into such fictional archives and further 
problematized by using body as a site of contestation. Such play with Archive’s form, material 
and content offers a radical reading into the contingencies of crucial questions which the human 
condition faces in the current times such as communication amid surveillance, mass-migration, 
borders, occident and the orient, the binary of local and global. The work also moves away from 
solely re-affirming representations and information about local experiences and allows one to 
express, through fiction and play amidst the reality, an event of art which occurs at a point when 
the work expresses its own demise.



Moonis Ahmad
The Birds are Coming Archive
2017
digital painting, print on Duraclear, web archive, lightbox
51 x 41 cm
edition 1 of 3 + 2 A/P
$1,400
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Moonis Ahmad and Showkat Kathjoo
Landscape thinks therefore I become
2016-7
lightbox, print on fabric
84 x 119 cm
edition of 3
$4,000 



DIEGO RAMIREZ

The Umbral Empire: Prologue is a project articulating colonialism as a prolonged eclipse. The 
logic of this scenario entails irreversible anomalies: bodies that were deprived of light in a 
cosmic event that stretched out for centuries. This work is concerned with conceptualising the 
return of these shadowy aberrations. To this effect, the artist appropriates images deemed to 
contain racial connotations and digitally reconstitutes them. A process that began by sourcing 
pictures of media personalities from different post-colonial countries and bluntly extracting 
parts closely associated with their identity – such as eyes and several limbs. The remaining 
fragments were then reimagined as ghostly creatures and arranged in an eclipse formation 
where they are always obscuring a source of light (that also causes them to glow). The main aim 
of this exercise is to defile the original form of the image and bring forth something horrible. 
The artist describes this method as monstrification, and is careful to explain that it is modelled 
after the corrupting effects of colonialism and the legacies of its violent acts of domination. The 
result is a spectral system of racial signs that return from the deep shadow to terrorize the here 
and now.  



Diego Ramirez
Colonial Void of Death
2017 
Duratran print on Light Box
59.4 x 84.0 cm
$5,000 



STEVEN RHALL

This work considers the functionality of the ‘light box’ both in art and as part of narratives 
associated with corporality. 

The found light (including addition of permanently embedded photographic transparencies) 
act in opposition to traditional relationships with photography and ‘artistic support’ – 
activating the sculptural installation as a whole. As ‘life force,’ the ‘light box’ illuminates each 
found component and associated narratives. Also as a ‘stand in’ for the former owner of the 
commode, the light and the source of each presented component quietly generate new 
narratives of corporality and mortality. 



Steven Rhall
The indexicality of objects derived from a particular context
2017
colour reversal film, epoxy resin, found commode, fluroescent light, excercise ball. 
dimensions variable
$POA



LISA ROET

The Napoleon series are based on the roaming spirit of the orangutan through the denuded 
and barren Australian farmed landscape. It is a reference to how a landsape ends after farming 
as compared to the orangutans’ natural environment in the forests of Borneo potrayed in The 
Forest series. I have hinted at my interest in the mythological man ape figures such as the yetti 
and the yowie. In the farms  where these images were taken the local Indigenous community 
had stories of roaming Yowies through these hills, reflecting our own home grown mythology. 

The Forest shows the primary rainforests of Borneo taken during my time thre in the late 1990s. 
I interviewed some Dayak women from a Longhouse I stayed in about their relationship with 
the orangutan. They said the orangutan (translated meaning “man of forest” in Malaysian) was 
the image of their ancestors after death whose spirit rose ot the sky forming monsoonal clouds 
in the shape of orangutans. So these light boxes, when looked at carefully, show orangutans 
(the spirits of the Dayak ancestors) floating in the skies above the forests. In both series I have 
combined two images, all taken by myself, to reflect these stories. 



Lisa Roet
The Forest 1
2000-01
Duratras, lightbox
108 x 160 cm
edition 1 of 6
$8,900 



Lisa Roet
The Forest 2
2000-01
Duratras, lightbox
108 x 160 cm
edition 1 of 6
$8,900 



Lisa Roet
Snow Monkey
2017
photograph, lightbox, brushed brass frame
100 x 100 cm
edition 1 of 3
$8,500



Lisa Roet
Napoleon 4
2001
digital montage, lightbox
108 x 108 cm
edition 1 of 6
$7,700 
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Lisa Roet
Napoleon 3
2001
digital montage, lightbox
108 x 108 cm
edition 1 of 6
$7,700 



Lisa Roet
Napoleon 2
2001
digital montage, lightbox
108 x 108 cm
edition 2 of 6
$7,700 



ROH SINGH

This body of work from the Birdsong series utilizes and subverts the role of light and acrylic 
within a traditional lightbox.  Light transmits through the acrylic from one edge to illuminate 
a graphic void, a void that is symbolic of an absent cultural connection. Light has properties 
that allow it to penetrate materials such as glass and acrylic, not refracting off it’s surface but 
imbedding within it.  

My practice has often sought to play with an intangible space of sorts – where two opposing 
factors present a conundrum. Like the space between positive and negative forms, where 
neither can simultaneously exist.    
      
These works explore a collection of imagery from my father’s cultural homeland of Trinidad and 
Tobago. This series of personal and historical images presents a cross-cultural mash up of a 
geographical no-mans land. 

The artist wishes to thank Luke Ingram and the team at Arten Fine Art Framing & Printing for 
their generous support. 



Roh Singh
Control - alt - delete
2017
acrylic, light box
60 x 603 x 45 cm (including lightbox) 
$3,800



Roh Singh
Ibis
2017
acrylic, Tasmania Oak, LED lighting 
63 x 78 cm
edition 1 of 3
$990



Roh Singh 
Artefact
2017
acrylic, Tasmania Oak, encapsulated Pigment print, LED lighting 
63 x 78 cm
edition 1 of 3
$1,190



Roh Singh 
Obeah
2017
acrylic, Tasmania Oak, encapsulated Pigment print, LED lighting 
63 x 78 cm
edition 1 of 3
$1,190



Roh Singh
Harris Square
2017
acrylic, Tasmania Oak, encapsulated Pigment print, LED lighting 
63 x 78 cm
edition 1 of 3
$1,190



Roh Singh
Rum Shop
2017
acrylic, Tasmania Oak, LED lighting 
63 x 78 cm
edition 1 of 3
$990



Roh Singh
Conch Shell
2017
acrylic, Tasmania Oak, encapsulated Pigment print, LED lighting 
63 x 78 cm
edition 1 of 3
$1,190



Roh Singh
Sirju
2017
acrylic, Tasmania Oak, encapsulated Pigment print, LED lighting 
63 x 78 cm
edition 1 of 3
$1,190



Roh Singh
King Fisher
2017
acrylic, Tasmania Oak, LED lighting 
63 x 78 cm
edition 1 of 3
$990



Roh Singh
Chattel House
2017
acrylic, Tasmania Oak, encapsulated Pigment print, LED lighting 
63 x 78 cm
edition 1 of 3
$1,190



Roh Singh
Wooden Derrick
2017
acrylic, Tasmania Oak, encapsulated Pigment print, LED lighting 
63 x 78 cm
edition 1 of 3
$1,190



Roh Singh
Plane
2017
acrylic, Tasmania Oak, LED lighting 
63 x 78 cm
edition 1 of 3
$990



MEZZANINE GALLERY
1 – 24 FEBRUARY 2018



Lisa Roet
Humanzee Pt 1
2014
C type photography
55 x 75 cm (framed)
edition 1 of 3
$4,800



Lisa Roet
Humanzee Pt 2
2014
C type photography
55 x 75 cm (framed)
edition 1 of 3
$4,800



Lisa Roet
Humanzee Pt 4
2014
C type photography
105 x 165 cm (framed)
edition 1 of 3
$8,900 



Jason Sims
Refract III 
2013 
wood, reflective glass, mirror, MDF and LED lights
63 x 90.5 x 12.5cm
$5,775



Jason Sims
Disjoint
2013
wood, reflective glass, mirror, MDF and LED lights
106 x 44 x 12.5 cm
$5,280 



7 James Street, Windsor, Victoria Australia 3181
T: +61 3 9521 7517 E: andy@marsgallery.com.au

www.marsgallery.com.au
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WORKS
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